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aQ Broadcast powers facility for university and local television 
operation 

Combined teaching and production environment in Nottingham, UK benefits 
from the flexibility of aQ’s modular systems 

 

READING, UK. 12th September 2017 – aQ Broadcast Limited, which provides an 

integrated range of newsroom, scripting, automation and media management software 

alongside video server and production hardware, has announced the successful shared 

use of its systems in a combined teaching and live news environment. 

 

Broadcast Journalism Students at Nottingham Trent University in central England engage 

in a true multimedia environment whilst learning as undergraduates and later in port-

graduate studies as well. From the same facilities, they are also able to work on live-to-air 

television productions via the local TV station Notts TV, which is partly owned by the 

university. 

 

The NTU program provides for training and work experience in Television and Radio 

News, plus Print and Social Media. The university’s Centre for Broadcasting and 

Journalism (www.ntu.ac.uk/cbj) currently supports the work of about 400 students in total, 

making it one of the largest student news operations in the UK. In a video produced by 

NTU, Carol Fleming, Director of the CBJ, says NTU makes its program “as close to the 

real thing as you can get”, by employing real world, industry-standard facilities, including 

QSeries and aVS systems from aQ Broadcast. All aspects of this training are utilized by 

students in the local TV station through their participation during work placements and 

internships. Technical resources manager Paul Argyle says, “for the students, QSeries 

makes their news day work and it serves them very well”. 
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The QSeries News production system provides a suite of software to support Radio and 

TV assignments and calendar, script writing, program rundowns, show timing, prompting, 

clip playout from the aVS servers and production control. The QSeries ACC (Automation 

Control Centre) links the aVS server channels directly to the TriCaster 8000 production 

vision mixer in the gallery – the same gallery as used for the Notts TV channel. Notts TV 

also accesses the shared aVS storage array for video assets and archive and the aVS 

provides automatic schedule-based recordings of their program output. 

 

The ease of use of the QSeries system was one of the reasons for its original purchase by 

NTU about 8 years ago. The seamless integration of the aVS servers followed 2 years 

later. From an administrative viewpoint, QSeries offers low maintenance and 

uncomplicated methodologies for user and system admin. QSeries also supports virtually 

unlimited custom design for its user interfaces and layouts. 

 
 

### 
 
 
About aQ Broadcast:  
aQ Broadcast Limited was established in 2013 after a management buyout of the workflow division of Autocue and is 
now the only British company to design, develop, manufacture and support an integrated range of scripting, newsroom, 
automation and media management software alongside video server and production hardware. aQ Broadcast is 
headquartered in the Thames Valley, UK, with offices across the UK, in Charlotte NC, USA and in Auckland, New 
Zealand. 
 
aQ Broadcast will be exhibiting at IBC 2017 – hall 10, A42c, as part of the UK ‘NXTech zone’ 
 
Company contact: 
Neil Hutchins 
UK: +44 (0) 118 324 0404 ext 202  
neil.hutchins@aq-broadcast.com 
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